Rocks painted by Donna Gates

Join the Treasure Hunt for one-of-a-kind
painted rocks Saturday and Sunday
– or until they’ve all been found.
WHAT:

One hundred painted rocks have been tucked away
in plain sight.

WHERE:

They’re all hidden outside in downtown Pacific Grove
– none will be found inside a building or where you
have to climb up on anything to reach it.

THEN:

If you find one of these one-of-a-kind souvenirs,
take your picture and post it on social media
with #ButterflyDays2022, #ButterflyDaysPG,
#YAOPGROCKS, #ButterflyDaysRocks.
A special thank you to all the artists who
painted the 100 rocks for Treasure Hunt, and
Youth Ambassadors for hiding them, too.

You’ll find all the rocks are hidden within the downtown
area shown on this map: from Central to Pine Avenues,
between 17th Street and Fountain Avenue.
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Where can you find a rock in Pacific Grove …
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Enjoying a cup of java
Getting its bike fixed
Enjoying a visit with a
whale
Eating some
international cuisine
Buying some monarch
greeting cards
Finding books on
monarchs and rocks
Resting in a gazebo
Buying some art
Wishing it could ride an
orange bicycle
Shopping for groceries
Getting a haircut
Looking for Elmarie
Finding a helpful
hardware man
Watching the clock in the
sky
Hanging out with the
local youth
Booking a trip for their
vacation

17. Doing there thrift
shopping
18. Learning gymnastics
19. Seeing motorcycles
indoors
20. Waiting for a bus
21. Buying monarch cookies
22. Watching the wild fish
23. Imagining what art
supplies they’re wearing
24. Buying vinyl records
25. Looking for men &
women in blue to help
26. Buying some music for
their rock band
27. Getting a massage
28. Visiting their friend
Vincent
29. Enjoying some
Mediterranean cuisine
30. Needing material to sew
a dress
31. Getting some money
from a machine
32. Looking for a newspaper
in a box

33. Enjoying some Mexican
food
34. Needing their shoes
repaired
35. Wanting some sparkling
jewelry
36. Where fashion was
replaced by family
abodes
37. Tasting sweets in a
bakery
38. Saying good-bye to their
friend Chase
39. Sitting with a bronze
man on a bench
40. Sliding down a pole to
get in a BIG truck
41. Buying pretty clothes
42. Admiring a colorful
building
43. Having a physical
therapy session
44. Friday nights are open
mic night
45. Watching stuffed birds

